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Major Trends in Computing
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Major Trends in Computing Places
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Grand Challenge: So what?
• UbiComp: technology in search of a problem?

– New capabilities?
• Situated Computing

– Location matters [again]
– Inserting technology into new physical contexts

• Where it can add value (!)



Proactive Displays

• “Displays will be 
everywhere”
– What will we do with them?
– What will they do for us?

• How can displays sense & 
respond appropriately to the 
people & activities taking 
place nearby?
– Context 
– Content 
– Interaction models



Proactive Displays:
the promise & peril

• The more we reveal about ourselves to
– People, businesses, objects, locations, …

• … the better able they are to respond 
appropriately …
– Music, events, targeted advertising (?)
– Injuries, pregnancies, other challenges

• … or inappropriately
– Privacy / benefit tradeoff
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MusicFX: a Proactive Auditory Display
Revelation: musical preferences (while working out)
Benefit: influence music selection
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GroupCast
Revelation:  favorite web sites
Benefit: conversation opportunities,

increased awareness
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Proactive Displays

Dangling String (PARC)

Bus Mobile (UC Berkeley)



Proactive Displays, circa 2001

Toyota “Pod” @ Tokyo Motor Show, October 2001

Orange = happy (owner approaching)
Blue = sad (low on fuel)
Red = anger (sharp braking)



Proactive Displays, circa 2054



Proactive Displays, circa 2054



Proactive Displays in the Large

Sunset @ 200MHz (PARC)

Love Board (Hachiko Crossing)



Proactive Displays in the Large

Alaris E-boards
(www.alaris.net)



Pint-sized Proactive Displays

• Convergence of Motes & Displays
– Mote processor + radio + LCD
– Ultra low power
– Future: bi-stable, color, reflective displays



Experience UbiComp Project 
• Why focus on conferences (e.g., UbiComp)?

– Restricted context(s)
• Paper/Poster/Demo sessions, Breaks, Lunch, Reception

– Content is available
• Registration info (badges), homepages 

– Desire to reveal details about yourself
• Show & tell, learn about others & their work



Westin Seattle
Papers, Panel, Keynote Posters, Demos, Internet, Coffee









Props



AutoSpeakerID
• Keynote/Paper/Panel Q&A “augmentation”

– RFID: antenna (microphone), tag (badge)
– Display photo, name, affiliation
– Small (?) augmentation of common practice



Ticket2Talk

• Coffee Break
– Explicitly provided content 
– Single person (at a time)



Neighborhood Window

• Demonstrations & Poster Session
– Implicit content (mined from homepages)
– Groups of people (& their words / phrases)





Technology in Place (& Time):

Westin Seattle Demonstrations

http://ubicomp.org



ActiveCampus
• UCSD ActiveCampus – Mobile Wireless 

Technology for Community-Centered Ubiquitous 
Computing

• William G. Griswold1, Neil G. Alldrin1, Robert Boyer1, 
Steven W. Brown1, Timothy J. Foley1, Charles P. 
Lucas1, Neil J. McCurdy1 and R. Benjamin Shapiro2
1Department of Computer Science and Engineering, 
University of California San Diego, 2Department of 
Learning Sciences, Northwestern University

• The hotel and its vicinity will be “Activated” for the 
conference, enabling a first-hand demonstration -
both at the demo session and throughout the 
conference - of the potential for mobile wireless 
computing to “knit together” proximate communities. 
Attendees will be able to build buddy lists with other 
attendees, thereafter being able to message them, 
become aware of their proximity, post and browse 
graffiti, and see other opportunities emerging at the 
conference.



Ambient Wood
• Ambient Wood: Demonstration of a Digitally 

Enhanced Field Trip for Schoolchildren
• Cliff Randell1, Ted Phelps2, Yvonne Rogers2

1Department of Computer Science, University of 
Bristol, 2School of Cognitive and Computer Science, 
University of Sussex

• If you go down to the woods today ... you may find 
probing devices, PDAs and a WiFi network to help you 
understand the ecology of the woodland. This playful 
learning experience was designed to aid interactive 
exploration in a natural setting as part of the UK 
Equator Interdisciplinary Research Collaboration. The 
Ambient Wood project provided a range of innovative 
devices and a wireless infrastructure for groups of 
schoolchildren in Sussex, England, and is being 
recreated for conference attendees. In this 
demonstration it will be possible to collect and listen to 
imaginative sounds representing, for instance, 
photosynthesis and plant respiration; to probe and 
automatically log environmental conditions; and use 
the WiFi network to interact using virtual cards and 
sounds.



Digital Elevator Poetry
• Digital Elevator Poetry

• James G. Robinson
Interactive Telecommunications Program, New York 
University

• The social awkwardness that pervades elevators is 
evident to anyone who has ever shared a ride with an 
unfamiliar person. The Digital Elevator Poetry project 
is a system of digital word modules, based on the 
popular phenomenon of refrigerator magnet poetry, 
that lessen this discomfort by providing a subtle means 
of interactive play.



Living Sculpture
• Living Sculpture

• Yves Amu Klein and Michael Hudson
Lorax Works

• Living Sculpture represents a series of works that 
attempts to bring emotional intelligence and 
awareness to sculptured life forms. Octofungi is 
an interactive sculpture that exhibits simple 
reflexive autonomous behavior, learns its 
surroundings, and interacts with them. It is 
sensitive to changes in light. To interact with the 
sculpture, a person only needs to move his hands 
above the light sensors. Depending on the 
“aggressiveness” or the “gentleness” of the 
participant, Octofungi will manifest different 
behaviors.



Location Stack
• The Location Stack: Multi-sensor Fusion in 

Action

• Jeffrey Hightower and Gaetano Borriello
Department of Computer Science and 
Engineering, University of Washington and Intel 
Research Seattle

• This Location Stack demonstration gives 
participants the opportunity to experience 
multisensor location sensing. Participants are 
invited to don tracking badges and watch a 
projected visualization of the real-time probabilistic 
estimates of all participants’ locations. For this 
demonstration, the sensors in use are RFID 
detectors and ultrasonic ranging badges. The 
Location Stack uses Bayesian filtering estimation 
techniques such as adaptive particle filtering to 
fuse measurements from multiple sensor 
technologies. Our implementation is publicly 
available and supports many common sensor 
technologies.



Museum Interactive
• Anatomy of a Museum Interactive: Exploring 

Picasso's 'La Vie' 

• Leonard Steinbach and Holly R. Witchey
Cleveland Museum of Art

• Attendees will be able to use the interactive and 
discuss it with presenters; a complementary 
videotape will show the interactive in use in the 
gallery in which it was placed.



M-Views
• M-Views: A System for Location-

Based Storytelling
• David Crow1, Pengkai Pan2 and 

Glorianna Davenport2
1Media Laboratory Europe, 2Media 
Laboratory, MIT

• M-Views immerses users in a 
narrative experience by employing 
location awareness to control the flow 
of the story. The system delivers 
different media clips to a handheld 
device depending on user location 
and context. UbiComp attendees will 
be allowed to borrow a PocketPC in 
order to experience our latest 
location-based movie, 15 Minutes. 
Attendees may also elect to 
collaborate / IM with each other or 
even play through the story again to 
get a different ending. The whole 
experience should, in fact, take about 
15 minutes.



Noderunner
• Noderunner
• Yury Gitman and Carlos Gomez 

• Noderunner is in itself an exemplar of an 
emerging culture – a culture where smart 
and wireless environments are as much an 
object of play as is an open grass field or 
an open lake. Two teams running against 
time must log into as many nodes as they 
can and submit photographic proof to a 
weblog which acts as a document of their 
score. UbiComp attendees will get a 
chance to play Noderunner and see a 
game played. At the exhibition area, 
attendees can watch a live game being 
played on monitors at a Noderunner table 
and talk to one of the artists about how 
Noderunner works. Others will be in the 
field and around the conference center 
looking for open nodes to score points on 
for a game of Noderunner in Seattle. An 
entire game of Noderunner will be played 
during the exhibition time.



TGarden
• Expressive Softwear for Responsive Playspaces
• Joey Berzowska1, Arek Basirisk1, Jill Fantauzza2, 

Yvonne Caravia2, Sha Xin Wei2
1Faculty of Fine Arts, Concordia University, 2GVU, 
School of LCC, Georgia Institute of Technology

• We demonstrate multiple uses of “softwear” ™: clothing 
augmented with sensors and gesturally controlled 
realtime media. Some performers with softwear
instruments will improvise variable musical sound 
textures from gestures of varying intention and virtuosity. 
Other performers wearing softwear instruments will act 
as social probes into the dynamics of greeting, 
engagement and disengagement in the semi-public 
setting of the conference. These performers may move 
through any part of the public space. If logistics permit, 
we will demonstrate how with these softwear instruments 
people’s gestures can generate multiple media 
responses as people walk from one prepared region to 
another. As people pass through our prepared spaces, 
their gestures and movement will be amplified via 
elements of the TGarden ambient media choreography 
system. We encourage playful (non-game) exploration of 
the prepared public space.



For more information

• Joe McCarthy
– seattleweb.intel-reseach.net/people/mccarthy
– joseph.f.mccarthy@intel.com

• Proactive Displays
– www.proactivedisplays.org

• UbiComp 2003
– Westin Seattle, October 12-15
– www.ubicomp.org

Thanks! … Questions?


